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      Millions of Shavers sold. Over 100,000 five star reviews worldwide. Free US Shipping on Orders Over $49. Most Orders ship next business day.
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 SKULL SHAVER

 OUR PRODUCTS

 Skull Shaver is proud to introduce a whole new concept 
in face and head shaving.
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      Shave your head without nicks or irritation - Anytime, anywhere with Skull Shaver
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Beast Clipper Videos
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Pitbull Shaver Videos
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Butterfly Kiss Shaver Videos 
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The Evolution of Skull Shaver

The New Normal in Electric Shavers™
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          Up to 2 years of Warranty
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          30 Days Money Back Guarantee
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  A whole new concept in face and head shaving
Our innovative patented design concepted by our talented engineers, produced using best-in-class equipment and high-quality materials allows us to offer a wide range of products that help you get a perfect look every day. The product lines offered by Skull Shaver includemen’s head shaver, face shaver, hair clippers and trimmers, women’s shavers as well as a large selection of accessories to make your life much more simple. Each of our products is unique, powerful and easy to use. Thanks to the innovative line of products by Skull Shaver, taking care of your bald head will become a matter of minutes. With our head shavers, the endless cycle of visits to the hairdresser is finally over. Now you can get the neat and tidy look all by yourself. All our devices are designed to be used with ease in literally any location, to make the shaving process as easy as possible. 
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  [image: Cordless operations upto 90 minutes with Skull Shavers and use it anytime and anywhere]
                



Cordless operation for comfort of shaving anytime and anywhere
Offer yourself the freedom to shave at home, in the car or anywhere else, thanks to the powerful integrated lithium-ion battery allowing cordless operation for up to 90 minutes. Quick charging and prolonged use for regular shaving. Forgot to charge your shaver? No worries. You can also plug and shave safely with Skull Shaver.




  







  Adjustment to all contours of head and face
Easily access tough to reach areas with flexing large shaving heads that follow every curve of you head, face and neck. The large rotary pivoting head ensures a close cut of even hard to reach areas leaving no hair stranding.


[image: Flexible shaving Head]
                





  







  [image: Wet and dry shave ]
                



Wet and Dry shave
Shave the way you prefer. Wet or dry, with shaving foam or without, even in the shower. Our men shavers are designed to suit your needs and make the shaving enjoyable. Thanks to the water resistance technology use the shaver at your convenience for maximum comfort and perfect results.
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        Beast Clipper DUO: Men's Electric Hair Clipper for Head, Beard and Mustache




Rated 4.8 out of 5








85 Reviews
Based on 85 reviews







Regular price
            $119.95
            Sale price
                            $89.95
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: Herbal creams , tube in pink, green and blue ]
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        Herbal Balm, Scrub, and Shaving Cream Travel Kit




Rated 4.8 out of 5








169 Reviews
Based on 169 reviews







Regular price
            $14.95
            Sale price
                            $6.95
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: Skull Shaver Back shaver handle with its packaging box. This portable device is compact and foldable.]
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        Skull Shaver Back Shaver Handle




Rated 4.7 out of 5








66 Reviews
Based on 66 reviews







Regular price
            $29.99
            Sale price
                            $24.99
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: Pitbull travel case. Beautiful hard shell of the case protects all fragile toiletries items from any damage.]
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        Pitbull Travel Case




Rated 4.8 out of 5








496 Reviews
Based on 496 reviews







Regular price
            $19.99
            Sale price
                            $14.99
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: The Brushed Chromium Diamond Pro showcases exceptional build quality and durability. Experience superior craftsmanship and reliability with this grooming device.]
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        Pitbull Diamond PRO Head and Face Shaver (USB Charging Cable)




Rated 4.9 out of 5








61 Reviews
Based on 61 reviews







Regular price
            $599.99
            Sale price
                          $449.99
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: The Skull Shaver Butterfly Kiss Pro is an innovative grooming tool designed for precise and efficient shaving. Experience an exceptional shaving performance with this advanced shaver.]
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        Butterfly Kiss PRO Shaver




Rated 4.8 out of 5








490 Reviews
Based on 490 reviews







Regular price
            $99.99
            Sale price
                          $74.99
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: The Pitbull Platinum Pro is a versatile head and face shaver. It offers a comprehensive grooming solution for both your head and facial hair.]
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        Pitbull Platinum PRO Head and Face Shaver (USB Charging Cable)




Rated 4.8 out of 5








2704 Reviews
Based on 2704 reviews







Regular price
            $229.99
            Sale price
                          $197.99
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: The Skull Shaver Pitbull Gold Pro is a cutting-edge grooming device designed for precision and efficiency. Experience a superior shaving performance with this advanced shaver.]
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        Pitbull Gold PRO Head and Face Shaver (USB Charging Cable)




Rated 4.8 out of 5








10006 Reviews
Based on 10006 reviews







Regular price
            $139.99
            Sale price
                          $99.89
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: The One Lion Silver Pro is a versatile face and head shaver. Enjoy efficient and comfortable grooming for both your facial and scalp hair with this advanced shaver.]
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        Pitbull Silver PRO Head and Face Shaver (USB Charging Cable)




Rated 4.8 out of 5








2666 Reviews
Based on 2666 reviews







Regular price
            $109.99
            Sale price
                          $89.99
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        Skull Shaver Baseball Cap




Rated 4.4 out of 5








20 Reviews
Based on 20 reviews







Regular price
            $24.99
            Sale price
                            $19.99
                            

            

      

    


 


      [image: Butterfly Kiss Travel Case. It comes in beige or black with the Butterfly Kiss logo.]
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        Butterfly Kiss Travel Case




Rated 4.9 out of 5








98 Reviews
Based on 98 reviews







Regular price
            $19.99
            Sale price
                            $14.99
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        Pitbull Gold PRO + Baby Beast Trimmer Combo




Rated 5.0 out of 5








6 Reviews
Based on 6 reviews







Regular price
            $189.99
            Sale price
                            $114.99
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          SOS Children's Villages
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Support The Most Vulnerable

Skull Shaver's objectives are to aid and protect the vulnerable  among us. We have united with SOS Children's Villages, an organization that protects orphaned, and vulnerable children, and the World Animal Protection, our friends who prevent cruelty to our animal companions.

A portion from proceeds will be donated to these organizations. Skull Shaver also provides its employees up to four hours of paid time off each month to volunteer for good causes.
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